Ratabase

P

ricing and product innovation are key to success for
insurance carriers in an increasingly disrupted
marketplace. Ratabase drives both, putting the best
tool in your hand for changing your pricing and products as
fast as the market demands.
THE “GOLD STANDARD” IN INSURANCE RATING
With more successful installations than any other solution in the industry
(100+), CGI’s Ratabase is the premier rating and rules engine in insurance
today. Ratabase is a rating and product configuration solution that enables
insurance agents and consumers to generate policy price quotes in real
time. It provides actuaries and business analysts with a collection of
sophisticated modeling tools to keep pace with the latest marketplace
trends and pressures in determining insurance rates.
Ratabase helps insurance carriers:


Save: Reduce the effort and cost to maintain rating and rules



Sprint: Move your business from “a walk to a run” by speeding time to
market and quickly pivoting to meet changing conditions



Simplify: Build once and deploy to any environment—Cloud, Windows,
Midrange or Mainframe



Spark: Innovate with a rating engine that can handle any pricing
scenario, no matter how complex

BUILD ONCE, DISTRIBUTE ANYWHERE, CONNECT TO ANYTHING,
ADOPT ANYTIME

POWERFUL, AWARD-WINNING
 XCelent Award recipient for functionality,
customer service and client base
 30+ years serving the insurance industry
 Partner with 12 of the top 20 global
insurers
 100+ live implementations
 Sub-second response time per rating
request (~1,000 transactions in less than
5 seconds)
 Process 60% of GWP in U.S. alone
 Clients have experienced:
o 75% improvement in days to
implement changes
o 50% reduction in staffing needed to
support rating

“It is rare for a vendor to win an
XCelent award, and rarer still for a
vendor to win more than one
award. CGI’s Ratabase product
won an unprecedented three
XCelent awards in this year’s
review of rating engines.”
- Karlyn Carnahan, Celent Property
and Casualty Research Director
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Product Builder

ABOUT CGI

Actuarial, pricing and product development specialists use Product Builder
to identify, build and test formulas, rules and tables used to rate and price
your business. Featuring a streamlined workflow and intuitive interface,
Product Builder clients have reported up to 75% improvement in days to
implement changes and a 50% reduction in staffing needed to support
rating.

Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. Operating in
hundreds of locations across the globe,
CGI delivers an end-to-end portfolio of
capabilities, from strategic IT and
business consulting to systems
integration, managed IT and business
process services and intellectual property
solutions.

Production Calculator
The Production Calculator provides the power and capability to rate policy
transactions in real time at the sub-second level. It is a multi-platform
(Linux/Windows/Midrange/Mainframe), highly scalable and highly reliable
performance engine with flexible on-premise or public/private/hybrid cloud
deployment models. The Production Calculator has multiple integration
options and has been integrated with many policy administration, quoting,
pricing and agency management systems.

CGI works with clients through a local
relationship model complemented by a
global delivery network to help clients
achieve their goals, including becoming
customer-centric digital enterprises.

Apps and Utilities
EMMA
(Environmental Monitoring
& Management)

App that integrates Ratabase with a DevOps continuous delivery pipeline
and supports IT audits by validating deployments and monitoring system
performance

Distribution

Utility that packages rating products developed in Product Builder for
deployment to one or more runtime environments; distribution format is
compatible with all Ratabase runtime environments

Load

Utility that loads deployment packages produced by the Distribution utility
into a runtime environment

Output Designer

Rich suite of features for designing and maintaining professional output
pages using table and formulas built by the business user through Product
Builder; aids in regulatory compliance by producing materials for
submission to state insurance regulators

Data Validator

Service/API that enables rate tables to be accessed by other systems;
helps eliminate duplicate data entry, improving quality and consistency;
enables Ratabase to serve as a Reference Data repository; uses the
robust versioning capabilities of Ratabase to support reference data
across products, geographies and time

Reports

Tool that allows users to select data and produce reports for table, formula
and field data; available in both Product Builder and Test/Production in
multiple output formats; can be used for comparison, audit, retention, or
compliance purposes; powerful as an integration, coordination and
validation tool

Distribution Import

Tool that allows fields, tables and formulas from one Product Builder
database to be imported into a separate Product Builder database;
enables rate makers to build upon existing rates and formulas for
modeling, testing, new product development and other purposes

STEPS Viewer

Easy-to-use graphical interface for viewing output from the Calculator to
show how a particular premium was calculated and for quickly drilling
down to the particular calculations and table retrievals of interest

WSDL Generator

Application that speeds integration to Ratabase by providing the interface
specification in a WSDL (Web Service Definition Language) based view
for use by the integration team

Reports Designer

Tool that enables business users to design and produce custom reports
using table and formula data

For more information about CGI,
visit cgi.com, or email us at
insurance.ibs@cgi.com.

Discover why CGI receives the highest client satisfaction scores of any
insurance rating vendor, averaging 9.7 out of 10. Contact us today.
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